SWEPT

Seven students from Strathcona-Tweedsmuir School in
Okotoks, Alta., were killed in an avalanche near British
Columbia’s Rogers Pass in 2003, a disaster that shook the
country and improved winter backcountry safety and public
information about avalanche risks. Here, an exclusive excerpt
from Live Big!, Heidi R. Wyle’s in-progress book about the
tragedy and its outcomes.
BY HEIDI R. WYLE
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Heidi Wyle (heidiwyle.com, LiveBigBook.com)
is president of the Massachusetts Women’s
Forum, a biotechnology entrepreneur and a
mountaineer. She has a PhD in physics.

triggered avalanches were probable.
Below treeline, the rating was “Moderate,”
suggesting that natural avalanches were
unlikely and human-triggered avalanches were possible. The bulletin
warned that small events could “step
down” to the deeper layers and release
large avalanches.
“We can just stick to treeline. We don’t
want anything too challenging. Balu Pass
is a good destination,” Nicholson said.
Roth replied: “Those turns below the
pass would give ’em some fun. And the
large open slopes make coming down easy.”
Nicholson agreed. “We can move
quickly through the open areas in standard procedure. Just follow the ski tracks
already set.” He rifled through the signin log where 50 skiers had already
entered Connaught Creek Valley. “Look,
a lot of locals are in here today. They
obviously feel it’s safe.”
The visitor centre attendant told them,
“Balu seems to be a popular spot today.”
They took comfort in crowd behaviour.
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With Cheops Mountain in the background,
a sign in British Columbia’s Glacier
National Park warns visitors (above). A
helicopter flies over Rogers Pass the day
after the 2003 avalanche (previous pages).
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Connaught Creek Valley was widely
renowned as a perfect introductory ski
tour, one that created addicts. Access
was easy, the route straightforward and
the scenery spectacular. But the terrain
rose steeply thousands of metres on
both sides and the peaks, including
Cheops and 8812, were mighty mountains. The narrow valley followed
Connaught Creek and rose gently to the
Balu Pass headwall.
There are many places in Canada’s
parks where skiers can traverse open
glades below treeline out of harm’s way.
But not Balu. An aerial view showed voluminous overlapping avalanche paths much
of the way to the pass. Avalanches swept
down, crossed the valley floor and came up
the other side — skiing below treeline
didn’t protect against an avalanche coming
upward from valley bottom.
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N FEBRUARY 1, 2003, a
Strathcona-Tweedsmuir
School group of 14 students
and three adults — teachers
Andrew Nicholson and Dale Roth and
Roth’s friend Jamie Roberts — skied out
from Wheeler Hut at 7 a.m. in the dark.
Having checked their snow data, a student said, “We should upgrade the avalanche risk. Our tests showed pretty easy
failures. We need to rate both treeline and
below treeline as ‘Considerable.’ ”
Nicholson replied thoughtfully,
“That’s a fair assessment. Now we’ll
check the professionals’ information.”
At the Rogers Pass visitor centre,
Nicholson noted there were quite a few
cars in the parking lot. Sixty skiers had
already signed in.
While the kids mobbed the clean bathrooms, Nicholson and Roth studied the
Avalanche Bulletin. The danger rating
in the alpine and at treeline was
“Considerable,” meaning that natural
avalanches were possible and human
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The students’ clear-eyed assessment
of the avalanche hazard was eerily accurate. Conditions in Connaught Creek
Valley were perilous: a rating of
Considerable avalanche probability and
an unreleased snowpack representing a
catastrophic consequence.
At 9:45 a.m., the group approached
the trail on skinned skis. The students
could barely contain the adrenaline
wilding their muscles as they skied
across the parking lot, chattering
with excitement about this legendary
ski tour.
Roth positioned himself ahead of the
group and checked each person’s avalanche transceiver. He turned his own
beacon to receive and held it at chest
level while the line of students ski-walked
past. The increasingly loud “ping, ping,
ping,” and dancing red lights registered

the group’s transceivers were on. Any
person who had forgotten would be
revealed. No one had.
Nicholson, a respected national-class
athlete with exacting standards, went
first. The track climbed through a short
section of mature forest and criss-crossed
the creek before emerging into increasingly open terrain. Massive peaks on
both sides glowered.
Once out of the forest, the valley’s
bone structure evidenced its name
among the locals — Valley of the Shadow
of Death.
Mighty Cheops surmounted the valley.
It was a massive, squat peak with an
immense, wide-sweeping bowl covering
most of its middle flanks. Above, huge cliff
bands soared to steep chutes and gullies.
The land of winter reigned year-round at
the summit. Cheops glared down 1,300
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metres to the miniscule creatures below.
Roberts studied the slopes as he skied.
Avalanche debris. Previous avalanches
had come off Cheops from earlier storm
cycles, but hadn’t run full path. It was a
dangerous time.
The track meandered over rises and
around bushes and trees. It was well
broken, but occasionally challenged the
novice students. They skied in flat light
under overcast skies. The terrain was
whiteness. Sky, peaks, slopes, valley, all
were absorbed into the pale soup of earth
and sky.
“Okay,” Nicholson said, “we’re gonna
stop at that rise under the treed slope. It’s
a safe zone before we head out into the
open valley.”
Roth called a snack stop. It was
10:47 a.m. They stopped on a small bench.
Rising 700 sheer white metres to their
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One day after the tragedy, Glacier National
Park’s Eric Dafoe shows where the students
were when the avalanche hit (above left).
Strathcona-Tweedsmuir students comfort
each other after the tragedy (above right).

A teardrop of powder dropped quietly,
just a few feet, into a bloated gully in
Cheops’ initiation zone. Innocent crystals
landed with the tenderest of caresses on
the grossly engorged snowfall.
Many futures hung in the balance
that day. The eternal love of seven mothers, the vastness of space-time and
untold generations unborn, spread out
infinitely on a flat plane balanced on the
single arm of a snowflake.
The karmic equilibrium tipped.
Futures that had echoed through history like unending mirrored images
evaporated with the quietest of sighs.
The unborn generations disappeared.
The berserker awoke, hunting in the
land of men.
Read an interview with author Heidi Wyle
at mag.cangeo.ca/jf16/avalanche.
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right, a slope denuded of trees loomed the route was unsafe, he wouldn’t have
heavy with uneven, untracked snow. been there.
The leading skiers came level with
Looking upward, they could see no demarCheops towering across the valley, its
cation between land and sky.
Most years, westerly winds and a nor- monumental bowl and rearing flanks an
mal snowfall would have loaded the high undulating, bulging universe of whiteness. The group had travstart zones, the 50-degree
elled three-and-a-half
rock chutes like near-vertical
THE LAND
kilometres up the trail.
sliding boards that give way
Infinitesimal as ants,
and initiate avalanches.
OF WINTER
the ordered school group
They would have failed muledged forward.
tiple times, disgorging their
REIGNED YEARAt 11:30 a.m., two
snow innocuously down to
mountain guides on a ski
the top of the vast rock fan,
ROUND AT
tour, Abby Watkins and
or at worst to valley bottom.
Rich Marshall, decided
But this winter’s abnormal
THE SUMMIT.
to break for tea in
snowpack and weather forethe mature trees about
stalled these small failures.
CHEOPS GLARED
300 feet above the trail.
There hadn’t been a single
Watkins saw a gangly
release all winter.
DOWN 1,300
teen, all arms and legs,
It took a few minutes for all
“Aren’t kids funny?” They
the students to join the group
METRES TO THE
watched as the school
on the rise. Those in front
MINISCULE
group adjusted and
were already feeling chilled.
moved onward. “They’re
Roth made notes in his logCREATURES
spread out for miles.”
book. The wind was picking
Seventeen souls were
up. Cheops was in cloud, and
BELOW.
traversing into whiteness.
they couldn’t look for avaThe first four skiers,
lanche risk factors such as
Nicholson and three students, crested an
wind transport or cornice shape.
Nicholson set a slow, deliberate pace. incline. The rest followed in pairs spaced
His long legs marched carefully in pre- 10 to 15 metres apart. The celestial stage
cise steps boot to boot: step-place-set, was set.
At 11:44 a.m. the universe averted its
step-place-set. Steps short for him, but
perfect for his inexperienced charges. gaze and Cheops shrugged.
The tiniest white puff.
Five-and-a-half kilometres each way,
The minutest exhalation of a slab.
don’t burn ’em out. Had Nicholson felt

